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Abstract

In this work, we present ARIES* update: a system designed in order to facilítate the human health effects
assessment produced by accidental reléase of toxic chemicals. The first versión of ARIES was developed in
relation to 82/501/EEC Directive about mayor accidents in the chemical industry. So, the first aim was the
support of the effects assessment derived for the chemicals included into this directive. From this establishment,
it was considered acute exposures for high concentrations. In this report, we present the actual methodology for
considering other type of exposures, such as environmental and occupational. Likewise other versions, the
methodology comprises two approaches: quantitative and qualitative assessments.

Quantitative assessment incorporates the mathematical algorithms useful to evalúate the effects produced
by the most important routes of exposure: inhalation, ingestión, eye contact and skin absorption, in a short,
médium and long term. It has been included models that realizes an accurate quantification of doses, effects,...
and so on, such as simple approaches when the available information is not enough.

Qualitative assessment, designed in order to complement or replace the previous one, is incorporated into
an informatic system, developed in Clipper. It executes and displays outstanding and important toxicological
information of about 100 chemicals. This information comes from ECDIN (Environmental Chemicals Data and
Information Network) datábase through a colaboration with JRC-ISPRA working group.

"Evaluación de los efectos sobre la salud derivados de la exposición
a sustancias químicas: Metodología de ARIES"

Sierra, L; Montero, M.; Rábago, I.; Vidania, R.
65 pp. 7 fígs. 24 refs.

Resumen

En este trabajo se presenta la actualización de ARIES*: un sistema diseñado para facilitar la valoración
de los efectos sobre la salud derivados de la exposición de la población a productos químicos tóxicos liberados
al medio ambiente. La primera versión de ARIES se desarrolló en relación con la Directiva 85/501/EEC sobre
accidentes graves en la industria. Por tanto, el objetivo inicial fue el apoyo a la valoración de los efectos sobre
la salud de la población derivados de su exposición accidental a los productos incluidos en la Directiva referida.
Desde este planteamiento, se consideraron por tanto exposiciones de corta duración a altas concentraciones de
producto. En este trabajo se presenta la actualización de la metodología para considerar otros tipos de exposición
relevantes, como las ambientales y ocupaciones. Al igual que las versiones anteriores la metodología incluye dos
partes: valoración cuantitativa y valoración cualitativa.

La valoración cuantitativa incorpora algoritmos matemáticos de utilidad para evaluar los efectos
producidos por las vías de incorporación más importantes (inhalación, ingestión y absorción sistémica) a
diferentes plazos (corto, medio y largo plazo). Se han incluido modelos que permitan realizar desde una
cuantificación precisa de dosis, efectos, etc., hasta aproximaciones simples para los casos en los que la
información correspondiente a un producto sea extremadamente escasa.

La valoración cualitativa, diseñada para complementar o sustituir a la anterior, está incorporada a una
aplicación informática desarrollada en Clipper, mediante la cual es posible obtener información toxicológica
relevante, de aproximadamente cien productos. Dicha información procede de la contenida en la base de datos
ECDIN (Environmental Chemicals Data and Information Network), con cuyo grupo de trabajo del JRC-Ispra se
colaboró para el desarrollo preliminar de la aplicación.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Chemical producís are largely involved in human activities. Consequently, the

assessment of human health effects potentially induced by these compounds is a social

necessity that should be covered from different frames: public health protection, workers

protection, etc.

The term "Risk Assessment" is used to mean the characterization of the potential

adverse health effects of human exposures to en virón mental hazards. Risk Assessment

includes several elements: description of the potential adverse health effects based on an

evaluation of results of epidemiologic, clinical, toxicologic, and environmental research;

extrapolation from those results to predict the type and estímate the extent of health effects

in humans under given conditions of exposure; judgements as to the number and

characteristics of persons exposed at various intensities and durations; and summary

judgements on the existence and overall magnitude of the public-health problem. Also, the

characterization of the uncertainties inherent in the process of inferring risk is included (US-

ÑAS, 1983)

One of the most important problems that arises during the establishment of the health

risk associated with a potential exposure to toxic chemicals is the lack of data that allows a

quantitative assessment to be made. In these cases, it may be possible to carry out only a

qualitative evaluation of the potential health effects by selecting the best information in each

case.

Taking into account these questions, we have developed a methodology, and a

computer based tool to implement it, in order to support both the qualitative and quantitative

assessment of health effects produced by the exposure to toxic chemicals. This integrated

system has been named ARIES (Application to Industrial Risk for Health Effects

Assessment).
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1.1 The Risk Assessment Concept

The continuous increase in the distribution of man made chemicals in the environment

has induced the use of methods, each time more sophisticated, in order to estimate the health

risks in the exposed people to these products.

The research into health risk evaluation is based on a multidisciplinary alliance that

become the basis for a new analysis concept: Risk Assessment. The practice of Health Risk

Assessment is only about twenty years oíd. Although in the period of the sixties and seventies

several procedures were standardized to develop some bioassays in animáis in order to use

them in qualitative risk assessments. The full process of the risk assessment, that defines the

steps and establishes the actual nomenclature accepted worldwide, was published in the

United States in 1983.

This process, that uses the available information to assess and estimate the exposure

to a chemical and its consequent adverse health effects, have four sequential steps: Hazard

Identification, Exposure Assessment, Dose-Response Assessment and Risk

Characterization(US NAS- 1993). A review of Health Risk Assessment can be found in

Paustenbach, 1989. There are a variety of organisations, such as the Office of Technology

Assessment (OTA) in the USA, that add two further categories to this structure of the risk

assessment and risk management. The aim of these new categories is to provide, as a

previous step, the methods and the necessary basic information in order to apply the risk

assessment process to a specific chemical(Zu'skr-1W). A summary of the principal aspects that

concern each step in the Health Risk Assessment are described bellow.

1.1.1 Hazard Identification

This step refers to the qualitative evaluation of the adverse health effects of a

substance(s) in animáis or in humans. It contains the description of a particular chemical

with the capacity to adversely affect, at some dose, the health of humans. It involves

characterizing the nature and strength of the evidence of health risk. Information about the



potential adverse effects of chemicals is obtained from experimental studies in animáis or

from epidemiologic studies in workers or specific population groups.

1.1.2 Exposure Characterization

The exposure characterization concerns the evaluation of: the types (i.e. routes and

media), concentration or levéis, time of day and duration of actual or anticipated exposures.

Furthermore, the doses (if known) and number of persons likely to be affected is included

in this process.

It is especially important to determine the exposure conditions of the risk group, "Risk

group" refers to the actual or hypothetically exposed group for whom the risk assessment is

being conducted. However, the quality of the characterization of exposure to the toxins

released into the environment will depend on the availability of the information required to

realize such evaluations. So, it is necessary to define, with more or less accuracy, the

transpon and behaviour of the chemical in the environment, its environmental dispersión and

concentration, the possible exposure routes and the bioavailability at the human receptor

level.

1.1.3 Dose-response Relationship

The dose-response relationship is the process of estimating the relationship between

the dose of a substance(s) and the incidence of an adverse health effect, once an effect has

been identified. The qualitative and quantitative evaluation is different for substances which

are known or assumed to have a threshold of response (sometimes refered to as nonzero

threshold toxins) than those which are known or assumed to have no threshold of response

(sometimes refered to as zero threshold toxins). Nonzero threshold toxins are substances

known or assumed to have no adverse effects below a certain dose and/or dose rate;

nonthreshold toxins are known or assumed to incur some risk of adverse response at all doses

above zero.
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The methods for determining the acceptable concentration of a toxin in air, water, or

food differ, depending on whether the health effects in question are known or assumed to

have a threshold or non threshold dose-response relationship.

A threshold toxin is presumed to convey no risk below the experimentally determined

threshold dose or dose rate. Thresholds toxicants are evaluated by determining the threshold

dose or dose rate, defining the valúes of relevant safety (uncertainty factors), and calculating

an acceptable concentration of exposure.

Nonthreshold toxins are evaluated differently because they are assumed to convey

some risk at all exposure levéis. An acceptable concentration is calculated on the basis of an

acceptable risk or an acceptable number of cases generated per year. Any equation can be

used to fit the range of experimental dose-response data. The only requirement is that the

equation must be a good predictor of response over the range of the experimental doses.

When a risk group is exposed to a dose that is within the experimental dose range, an

estimate of risk can be calculated from the equation used to fu the experimental dose-

response data.

For nonthreshold toxins, the true shape of the dose-response relationship below the

experimental dose range cannot be determined from experimental data. Henee, the form of

the dose-response relationship in the subexperimental dose range must be assumed. Several

theoretical mathematical extrapolation models have been proposed for relating exposure levéis

and response in the subexperimental dose range: tolerance distribution models (log-normal,

log-logistic, and Weibull), mechanistic models (one-hit, multi-hit, and multi-stage), time-to-

response model, linear-quadratic-exponential model, and linear interpolation.

It is often difficult to choose among these models based upon solely their fit to

experimental dose-response data, because several of the models usually fit the experimental

data equally well. When these models are used to extrapólate below the experimental dose

range, predicted responses (at a given dose) usually diverge by several orders of magnitude.
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1.1.4. Risk Characterization

This is the process of estimating the probable incidence of an adverse health effect

to humans under various conditions of exposure, including a description of the uncertainties

involved. It is performed by combining the exposure and dose-response assessments gathered

during the preceding steps.

The methodology applied to Health Risk Assessment by our group is based upon the

general concepts defined above and, particularly, in methodological research and in the dose-

response assessment steps in the Risk Assessment process. This methodology has been named

as ARIES (Aplicación a los Riesgos Industriales para la valoración de los Efectos sobre la

Salud - Application to Industrial Risks for evaluating the Health Effects).
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2. METHODOLOGY OF ARIES

2.1 ARIES: General Description

The first part of this work was developed within the framework of the Post-Seveso

Directive (82/501/EEC) about major accident hazards of certain industrial activities. Our

principal goal, was the assessment of the expected health effects potentially induced by an

accidental reléase of chemical producís included in this Directive(Rábag0 el al- 1992- 1993), but

subsequently we have enlarged the scope of our work in order to include the health effects

produced by other forms of exposures. Furthermore, our objective is to assess the health

effects produced at short, médium and long term, by both short term exposures to high

concentration ,and long term exposures to low concentration of the toxic chemicals released

into the environment.

In our approach to the assessment of the human health effects, we follow the scheme

of the Risk Assessment used by the National Academy of Science (NAS)(US-NAS-1983) and have

elaborated a methodology with three sequential steps that cover, quantitative and

qualitatively, the exposure characterization, the dose-effect assessment and the dose-response

relationship.

Obviously, any approach used for the assessment of the human health effects related

to an exposure to toxic chemicals goes, necessarily, through the analysis of existing

information of the biological effects of each product. The search and selection of the required

information for the assessment process generates serious problems itself because, not only

is it disperse, but usually quantitative and qualitatively differs as a function of the specific

chemical product. We can generally find three different situations:

The available information about a chemical is minimal and will not allow the health

effects assessment to be carried out.

A large amount of data about one chemical exists that requires selection and

management of the best information.
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The information available for the assessment, although more than sufficient for

analysis, requires pre-processing in order to provide data in a usable form. This is the

most common situation.

Consequently, it is often necessary to consider other data rather than that obtained

from humans, such as that from experimental animáis. It is necessary to apply a variety of

methods in order to obtain the data required for the assessment. Among these methods,

different extrapolation approaches (interspecies, interways and inter-exposures modes) and

several mathematical models that incorpórate the kinetic behaviour of the chemical and the

species physiology can be used in the quantitative assessment.

The different approaches that have been studied are applied in the ARIES

methodology to give the basic data for the assessment and as general methods in the

modeling or extrapolation studies. The following aspects are considered in our

methodological approach:

The development and modification of current models of the transport of chemicals

throughout the human body in particular the respiratory system. These models are

then applied to predict the external concentraron - effective dose relationship for

selected toxins.

Selection of published data about the behaviour of each toxic product in experimental

animáis (or in humans, if it is possible) in order to establish a dose-effect relationship

based upon the mathematical description of the data.

Study the possible interspecies, interways and inter-exposure types of extrapolation

methods in order to obtain the required data for the assessment process.

Furthermore, apart from the need to compare the validity of different models, the

other problem encountered is when there is insufficient data for the realization of quantitative

assessments. Henee, we have introduced in our methodology the possibility to perform

qualitative assessments using the information available about the health related effeets for the

chemical in order to complete or substitute for the absence of quantitative assessments.
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This methodology is integrated into a computer in order to facilítate the management

of the great quantity of information and to obtain a quick response to the outlined problem.

This application, named ARIES(Rábagoetal-1992-1993), was designed as a tool within a dynamic and

flexible structure that allows the storage and management of the information necessary for

the health effects assessment.

2.2 ARIES: Contents and structure

The main objective was to develop a process and gather all the necessary information

that could help in the evaluation of the effects in a short time. To carry out the assessment

in a short time, it was necessary to adapt the ARIES process to computer based tool. In this

way we have developed an application using Clipper. This application can readily incorpórate

improvements as ARIES is modified.

The application (ARIES) presents the user with various options for the consultation

and treatment of the information needed after the exposure to a toxic. The principal task,

however, consists of using the system to predict particular results for a chosen product and

calcúlate an exposure pattern in a nearly automatic manner.

The development of this tool was begun in 1991 in collaboration with the ECDIN

group (Environmental Chemicals Data and Information Network) from JRC-ISPRA. Now,

a versión of ARIES that displays the qualitative aspects of the health effect assessment (or

risk assessment) is available as a software format.

In the final versión1 ARIES should incorpórate the following options, as shown in

Figure:

1 It is a Qualitative Assessment Module, just realized, based in the files of ECDIN
datábase adapted to our objetive.



OPTION 1

ARIES-DATABASES
CONSULTAT1ON

INITIAL OPT8ON
SELECTOON

OPTION 2

ECDIN-D ATÁBASE
CONSULTATIQN

GPTION 3

-MATH. MODELS
-EXTRA.METHODS

OPTION 4
I

OPTION 4.1

QUANTITATIVE
ASSESSMENT

OPTION 4.2

QUALITATIVE
ASSESSMENT

Figure 1 Scheme of the main menú of the ARIES application, showing the possible options.
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OPTION 1. The ability to consult different data bases according to common characteristics

of the chemical groups. ARIES incorporates a variety of data bases that have been developed

in order to store the basic data required by the elements of the application and the results

obtained from modeling.

There are two classes of data bases of stored data. One group of these contains the

information about the species (body weight, physiologic parameters,...) whereas the other

contains the characteristic data of the chemicals (physicochemical properties, kinetic

parameters, toxicity index ,...)•

In this option it is possible to realize a conventional consultation of these data bases

in order to obtain some information about a specific species or chemical, or select a group

of species or chemicals with common characteristics.

OPTION 2. Conventional consultation of the ECDIN data base. In this option it is possible

to consult the ECDIN data base for certain chemical products. ARIES manages the

information stored in the data base with the same structure of files and fields to that of the

original ECDIN data base.

OPTION 3. Particular treatment of information. ARIES incorpórate some mathematical

methods in order to obtain the necessary basic data for the evaluation process via a variety

of information sources (i.e. experimental tests in animáis, epidemiological studies, etc.) and

describe quantitatively specific situations. Henee, it will incorpórate a variety of dosimetric

codes and dose-response curves, and a selection of the actual interspecies extrapolation

methods. The system presents its own data bases with the parameters required for the

execution of these mathematical codes and the data used in the evaluation process.

OPTION 4. Process of health evaluation. This is the key use of the ARIES method. Its

principal aim is to rapidly produce information and predictions of the likely adverse health

effeets to be expected within the population after exposure to a toxic substance. It is desirable

to be able to genérate a quantitative evaluation, according to the basic risk assessment
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framework proposed by the NAS(US'NAS-1983). However, in cases where the required data are

unavailable, or nonexistant, a procedure that allows qualitative evaluations to be from the

ECDIN datábase.

Once details of the chemical substance, route of exposure (e.g. inhalation, ingestión,

cutaneous absorption) and the exposure pattern have been chosen one of the two modules

described below is selected:

* Quantitative Assessment Module. Quantitative relationships between the reported

exposure pattern and the possible health effects or responses within the population are

established. In this module a selection of mathematical codes are applied in order to

establish a representative dose which will be compared with that from the reported

toxicological index, and which will.be used to estímate an effect upon the population.

The Dosimetric Estimation (Exposure Evaluation), Dose-Effect Assessment and Dose-

Response Relationship steps are subsequently calculated.

* Qualitative Assessment Module. When the previous process has terminated of if a

quantitative assessment cannot be carried out, due to lack of data, a qualitative

assessment is performed. A search method developed specifically for ARIES selects

and displays specific information held in the ECDIN-database.

In the following section, the components and the different process in each part of

ARIES are described in detail.
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3. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH IN ARIES

The development of the different approaches used in the ARIES health effects

assessment have been concentrated on interspecies extrapolation and the use of the

chemobiokinetic models to obtain more accurate results. So, the different approaches that

are currently implemented can be improved and/or replaced when the necessary data for a

particular chemical is available. Next, both aspects of methodology research, that will be

incorporated in the ARIES tool, are described in detail.

3.1 Interspecies Extrapolation

The purpose of toxicological testing is to characterize the potential adverse effects of

a chemical on humans through the use of laboratory animáis or "in vitro" systems. The

ultímate objective is to identify those substances that might injure exposed humans and thus

to prevent such occurrences or hazardous.

The interpretation of data derived from animal experiments and their extrapolation to

humans requires a consideration of the conditions under which the data were obtained and,

in particular, their relevance to the conditions of human exposure. In addition, the evaluation

should consider the similarity between the test species and humans with respect to target

organs, metabolism, and disposition of the agent. Henee, the toxicological, biological and

pharmacokinetic characteristics of the species most representative to humans, or when

unavailable, the most sensitive species, should be used to set the evaluation.

Differences in the biological mechanisms of action underlying induction of the effect,

such as uptake and transport of the chemical in the body, metabolism, and potential

detoxification processes, must be taken into account in the extrapolation process. In practice,

animal studies are usually characterized by the dose, dose rate, and time of exposure to the

parent compound. Interspecies extrapolation results, finally, in the determination of an

equivalent human dose.
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There is no universal agreement upon the method for estimating the equivalent human

dose from animal studies. Several methods(Davidson-1986) of estimation have been proposed as

are presented later.

* Body Weight Scaling. This method seeks to calcúlate a simple equivalent human dose

from an animal study by adjusting (scaling) the animal dose rate for animal body weight. In

addition, this method can incorpórate several possible safety (uncertainty) factors. The

magnitude of these interspecies uncertainty factors are arbitrary. The most important safety

factor is used to account for a potential difference in animal and human sensitivity to the

compound and is usually assigned a valué of ten.

* Surface Área Adjustment. This method attempts to calcúlate a simple equivalent

human dose from an animal study by adjusting the animal dose rate for difference in

metabolic rates. Since the basal metabolic rate is directly related to the surface área, for

differing intraspecies body sizes, this method is refered to as the "surface área adjustment"

or "surface área scaling method". This method is used as well for interspecies projections

to estímate dosages that might be expected to produce the equivalent biological effects.

* Basal Metabolic Rate Scaling. The basal metabolic rate of animal species is

mathematically related to the 0.75 power of the body weight when a large group of different

mammalian species, including humans, are included in the regression study. This other

method is refered as the "basal metabolic rate scaling method".

* Coefficient of Regression Adjustment. When the data from a variety of species is

known, the best method to obtain a good correlation between dose-related index of toxicity

and the mammalian species is to carry out the regression fit for each toxicant in accordance

with the allometric equation:

D = a.Wb M

where:
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D is the dose related index of toxicity.
W is the body weight.
b is the regression coefficient or shape.

In a study to examine the conditions for extrapolating toxicologic data from animáis

to "average" man, Krasovskij(Krasovskij-1976) observed that the b valué varíes within the range

0.62 to 0.81, depending on the toxicant.

* Pharmacokinetic Parameters Adjustment. This method is based on the calculation of

a target tissue exposure (concentration X time) or effective dose, using pharmacokinetic

models that incorpórate, according to the available data, the biological data and the

physiological processes. In this approach, it is assumed that the same dose produces the same

effect in different species. The aim is to identify the administered dose to a problem species,

humans generally, that should induce the same proven effect in a reference species from the

criteria of the equality of delivered dose in the target tissue in both species. So, a factor for

scaling to an equitoxic dose, from the assumption of equivalence of the effected target organ

dose in both the animal model and humans, is chosen. In practice, the dose extrapolation

factor results from the ratio of the pharmacokinetic parameters in both species models. The

equitoxic dose estimated from this approach can be expressed in external exposure terms,

depending on the particular characteristics of human physiology and the exposure pathways.

A problem in this method comes when some parameter valúes are not known in one

of the species under study. In this case, it is necessary to scale them from a reference

species. The biological parameter can be scaled using the well defined allometric equations,

and the kinetic parameters or time dependent parameters can be scaled using several

approaches:

* The linear relationship between the plasma half-life of a variety of chemicals and the

body surface área (T'A oc \y°-67)(Davidson-!9S6).

* The allometric expression for the kinetic rate constant of metabolic elimination:

K OC W~°- 2 5 ( B o x c m b a u m - 1982- Kleiber. 1975)
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* The correlation between clearance rate constants (K) and the. máximum lifespan

potential (MLP)(Haylon'1989>.

This procedure has the following steps:

1. Calculation of the integrated dose (concentration) in the target tissue (organ) during

the exposure time as a subrógate dose of the effective dose in the reference species: The

corresponding dosimetric model is applied, depending upon the initial data and the available

information about the physiology of the species and the kinetic behaviour of the product. The

result can be expressed with this simple expression:

DER=ImxfR (2)

where:
DER is the integrated dose (concentration) in the target tissue (organ) of the

reference species in direct relation with the effect.
IR(i) is the intake dose (dose rate) in the reference species that produces the effect.
fR is a factor that incorporates the corporal kinetic behaviour of the product and

the exposure time to obtain the integrated dose.

2. Calculation of the equivalent kinetic factor in the problem species (fE): This valué

is obtained by applying the same dosimetric model of the product but using the corresponding

valúes of the kinetic parameters and the chosen exposure time for the problem species, and

introducing an intake dose (dose rate) with a valué of unity. The result obtained is equivalent

to a retained dose in the target tissue per unit of intake dose (dose rate) and is expressed as:

DUE=IExf¡;=fE (3)

where:
DUE is the integrated dose (concentration) in the target tissue obtained per unit of intake

dose (dose rate).
IE is the intake dose (dose rate) defined as unity. IE = 1.
fE is the factor that incorporates the corporal kinetic behaviour of the product and the

exposure time in the problem species.
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3. Estimation of the equivalent exposure in the problem species from the equality of the

effective doses (or subrógate doses) in both species:

The administered dose (dose rate) to the problem species that should genérate the

same effect that the reference species is obtained from the following relation:

DEm=DEm =* Effect i at target tissue

E J

combines the kinetic behaviour of the product and the exposure time in both

species. In practice, it is the product of the relationship between the valúes of the

corresponding kinetic parameters of the dosimetric model and the relationship between the

different exposure times.

The determined exposure pattern with some of these extrapolation process is

considered as a human toxicity index that will be used subsequently in the dose-effect

valuation process. The selection of exposure patterns depends on the type of effect, how it

was caused, knowledge into the behaviour of the chemical. In the ARIES methodology the

last method will be used when the available data exists. Otherwise, the "surface área" or the

"basal metabolic rate" approaches will be selected.
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4. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION

4.1 Introduction

The Quantitative Assessment about the adverse health effects from chemicals involves

the establishment of the relationship between external exposure to a chemical and the

magnitude and/or the possible health effects on the population.

The actual dose-response models used in the health risk assessment are based on the

exposure dose. The premise in this scaling method assumes that the toxic response intensity

is directly related to the external exposure concentration or to the administered dose.

However, the toxicity is also caused by the chemical concentration delivered to the target

tissue. The target tissue dose is not always related directly to the administered dose, because

the uptake, distribution, metabolism and excretion processes can modify this linear

relationship. As we have just commented, chemobiokinetic modeling is a powerful analytical

tool in risk assessment methodology. It allows the establishment of a dose-response

relationship taking account the physiological processes that stand between the external source

and the target organ.

The main purpose of this Quantitative Valuation is to obtain quick results about the

possible adverse effects and/or responses among a population after a specific exposure to a

toxic chemical. In order to achieve this objective a quantitative relationship between exposure

conditions and the possible health effects and their respective responses are established. When

the data for running chemobiokinetic models are not available or the effect or the response

can not be calculated, the system uses another approach that allows an effective dose to be

obtained, and thus quantitative and relative evaluation of the health effects may be estimated.

In this section, we present the ARIES quantitative methodology and the sequence used

in it. As inhalation is the main exposure route in the working environment and accidental

exposures, it has been the pathway most studied and developed by our group. Henee we

describe it in more detail in this section.
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As shown Figure 2, the ARIES Quantitative Assessment begins with the selection of

the chemical substance and the exposure conditions (intake route, type and duration of

exposure) related to the hazard. Subsequently the following procedures are carried out:

Exposure Evaluation, Dose-Effect Assessment and Dose-Response Relationships.

4.2 Exposure Evaluation

Exposure Evaluation is the process of collecting all the necessary information such

as type of product (gas, aerosol..), external concentration, time of exposure, elapsed time

after accident, distance travelled by the chemical from the source of the accident... When this

kind of information is combined with toxicological data derived from the toxicity assessment

process it is possible to derive a reasonable estimation of the human risks.

Exposure assessment describes the likely degree of human exposure to a chemical of

concern at a hazardous site.

In this step, a representative dose causing an observed effect is obtained from the

external exposure data. The accuracy of this approach depends on the information available

about the chemical selected.

A variety of mathematical algorithms, that take into account the different implicated

physiological events, allows the establishment of the external exposure and the considered

effective dose relationship depending on the knowledge of the necessary parameter valúes.

4.3 Chemobiokinetic Modeling.

In the ARIES Methodology, pharmacokinetic models are used within three different

approaches:
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I. In the study and modeling of kinetics of a particular chemical for a species and a

specific exposure way.

II. In the interspecies (interroutes or inter-exposure ways) extrapolation, as was

commented above.

III. In the quantitative assessment for the standardization of the different effect índices

reported for a particular chemical and their application depending upon the exposure

conditions. In order to achieve the comparison among the reported effect index (or

toxicity index) and the exposure dose, it is necessary to obtain the representative dose

of each effect expressed in the same form by integration of the administered dose with

its exposure time. The process is shown in the corresponding section of the

quantitative assessment chapter.

In order to realize the procedures mentioned above, it is necessary to have the

parameter valúes for the implicated dosimetric models. These approaches are based on the

use of mathematical codes to model the kinetic behaviour of the chemicals. These modelling

procedures are described in more detail below.

4.2.2. Modeling the kinetic behaviour of chemicals.

The modeling process requires, as initial data, for each chemical under study, the

following items:

* the exposed species

* the administration route (inhalation, ingestión or absorption)

* the exposure mode (acute, continuous chronic or periodic chronic)

* the exposure time

* the target tissue (organ)

Taking into account this initial data and the available information about the chemical

and the species, a series of mathematical codes can be applied in a sequential manner to

describe more o less physiologically the kinetic behaviour of the chemical in that species.
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The purpose is to calcúlate the dose at levéis successively closer to the effective dose in the

target organ (tissue). The connection among the possible codes for a determinated intake

route is shown in Figure 3.

The parameters necessary for each code can be divided into three generic groups:

* Species dependent. Generally, they are available from a variety of sources or

in default they can be estimated from common allometric equations.

* Chemical dependent. The theoretical knowledge and the quantity of reported

experimental studies about the chemical determine if the necessary parameters

can be used (applied). In spite of the nonexistence of the parameter valúes, it

is possible to estimate some of them from reported quantitative-structure

activity relationships or from correlations among physicochemical parameters.

* Species and chemical dependent. Here all kinetic parameters are grouped in

distribution fractions among the kinetic compartments and clearance rate

constants. We assume the same model structure in both animal and human

species for each chemical. The parameter valúes in the model, however, will

be dependent on each species. So, once the biokinetic model is known in a

species the respective parameter valúes can be scaled to another species using

different scaling approaches.

In Table I, the fundamental parameters in each dosimetric code are shown; if these

are unknown can be calculated from those shown in brackets. The results can be expressed

as the amount or concentration of chemical in the chosen tissue at any time (dose-time curve)

or as the integrated amount (concentration) for that period (área under dose-time curve,

AUC). As an example, the dosimetric estimation for the inhalation route is described in

detail.
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Table I. Parameters of each mathematical code ¡n the dosimetric block of ARIES.

VIA-CODE

INHALATION

INGESTIÓN

ABSORPTION

SYSTEMIC
DISTRIBUTION

METABOLISM

CODE ÑAME (Figure 3)

CDI

PULMONARY
DIFFUSSION

PULMONARY
DEPOSITION

PULMONARY
CLEARANCE

CIN

T.G.I. CLEARANCE

CONTACT/SKIN

INTRAVENOUS

SYSTEMIC
DISTRIBUTION

METABOLISM

opnoNs

GAS/AEROSOL

GAS

AEROSOL

ORGANIC
AEROSOL

INORGANIC
AEROSOL

TYPE OF FOOD

-

-

DEPENDENCY OF
PARAMETERS

PRODUCT

SPECIES

PRODUCT

SPECIES

PRODUCT

SPECIES

PRODUCT/SPECIES

PRODUCT

PRODUCT/SPECIES

SPF;CIES

PRODUCT

SPECIES

PRODUCT

-

PRODUCT/SPECIES

PRODUCT/SPECIES

PARAMETERS

PM

VE (TV. f,. W)

PB(PV . Kov , , Cfw)

QP(W). QC(W)

f,(W). TV(W). FRCfW)

F¡

LB(PV. Kow. C\v)

SOLUB(ICRP)
KINETIC MODEL

KINETIC MODEL

J(DO. K.. 3)

(see: svstemic
dístribution)

KINETIC MODEL

KINETIC MODEL

CDI: Inhaled Dose per temporal unil; PM: Molecular Weighl: VE: Venlilation Rale: fr: Respiralory Rate; W: Body VVeight: PB: Partition
Coefficient Blood/Air: Pv: Vapor Pressure; Kow: Partition Coefficienl Octanol/Water: C\v: Water Solubilily: QP: Alveolar Ventilalion Rate: QC:
Cardiac Minute Volume; FRC: Funclional Residual Capacity: d,c: Patticle Aerodynamic Diameter: d : Gcomctric Diameter: p: Density: F¡:
Deposited Fraction on i; LB: Partition Coefficient Lung/Blood: CIN: Daily Ingested Dose; C : Ingestión Exposure Coefficient: C l t -: Absorption
Coefficient; J: Absorpted Dose per unit área and time: D^: Comeous Stratum Difussion Constimt: IC.: Partition Coefficient Comeous
Stratum/Vehide: 5: Corneous Slratum Membrane Thickness. (see Paterson. S. . 1989; C.S.E.P.A.. 1985; Birchall. A.. 1986)
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Figure 3 Scheme of the mathematical codes sequeiice in the dosimetric module.
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^•2.3. Dosimetric estimation bv the inhalation route

This is the principal exposure route in the working environment and therefore it is the

best known. The quantitative evaluation carried out by ARIES has been developed principally

for this route rather than for the other intake routes. In order to estimate the amount inhaled,

a knowledge of the concentration of the chemical in the air is necessary. The amount inhaled

during the unit time (usually, one day) can be calculated as follows(Jarabek-1989):

CDI{mgluf) = CEXVEXTEX (5)

where:
CDI is the amount of substance inhaled in the temporal unit (mg/ut).
CE is the external concentration of the chemical (mg/m3).
VE is the ventilation rate of the species under study (m3/h).
TEX is the exposure time in the temporal unit (h/ut).

ut is minimum temporal unit used in the process of evaluation. Usually is the day.

This result can be used in other algorithms in order to describe, more or less

accurately, the kinetic behaviour of the chemical in the species under study.

The amount of substance which is taken up by the body via the inhalation route will

depend on the physicochemical characteristics of the chemical. A number of factors need to

be considered including vapour pressure, solubility in water or fats (partition co-efficient),

particle size, particle shape, air velocity, ventilation rate and the fact whether nose or mouth

breathing is used. The estimation of the corporal intake dose will depend, in a first instance,

on the physical state of the chemical.

If the chemical is in a gas or vapour state, the diffussion rate from alveolar surface

to blood should be estimated. The expression used in ARIES, based on Paterson(Palerson-1989),

to define the relationship between the diffused dose to blood concentration is as follows:
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"' E QC+{QPIPB) VE{QC+{QPIPB))

Cb = Ca¡xPB (6)

DF = qxQC = CDIx
VEXPB

where:
Cal is the concentration of the chemical in the alveolar air (mg/1).
CE is the external concentration of the chemical (mg/m3).
QP is the alveolar ventilation rate (1/min).
QC is the cardiac minute volume (1/min).
PB is the partition coefficient blood/air.
Cb is the concentration of the product in the blood (mg/1).
DF is the dose rate diffussed to blood (mg/ut).

If a chemical accident occurs, and thus exposure is limited to a relatively short time,

the diffused dose (DF) is treated as an acute exposure in the following algorithms. Otherwise,

this valué refers to a continuous exposure concentration.

If the chemical is as aerosol, an estimation of its deposition in the diverse regions of

the respiratory tract must be realized. The algorithm chosen to calcúlate the fraction of the

product deposited in each respiratory región needs a great amount of input data refering to

the physical and chemical characteristics of the aerosol particles and the anatomical,

physiological and pathological factors of the species under study. The most commonly

reported results for exposure patterns in humans and rats giving an estímate of the total

deposited amount in each región of the respiratory system uses the following equation0'*-1980;

Schum, 1980).

DP. = CDIxF. (7)

where:
DP¡ is the deposited dose rate in each respiratory región i (mg/ut).
F¡ is the fraction of product deposited in each región i.
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i can be NP (nasopharyngeal región), TB (tracheobronchial región) or P
(pulmonary región).

As in the case of the diffussed dose, if the dose is deposited in one time unit, this

dose is considered as a single intake on an acute exposure.

Once we know the corporal intake dose or intake dose rate, a variety of

compartmental models can be applied in order to describe the clearance from each corporal

compartment or from the whole body. In ARIES we have implemented a general

mathematical code (MA_ARIES) to resolve first order compartmental models without

interation, based in the algorithm of Birchall(nirchílU- m6) and the Respiratory Tract Model of

the ICRPacRP'1966>. The kinetic parameters which constitute the specific model are disposed

in a N¡ x N¡ matrix, where N¡ is the total number of the compartments in the system, each

element R(i,j) contains the clearance rate constant from compartment i to j and the diagonal

elements, R(i,i), are reserved to include the initial amount of the product in the compartment

i. The estimation of the retained dose at time t in the compartment i is realized using the

following general equation:

j-" ¿?.(O)exp(-X/) /,(l-exp(
E ( — ^ +—— —n (8)J" n (\-\) \ n (\-\)

where:
R¡(t) is the retained dose at time t in the compartment i.
X is the clearance rate constant from compartment i to another compartment j .
Rj(O) is the initial amount of the chemical in the compartment i (for acute

exposures).
I¡ is the intake dose rate of the chemical in the compartment i (for chronic

exposures).
NSR is the total number of compartments in the Respiratory Tract Model (n in the

equation).
F¡ is the fraction of initial deposited amount in the compartment i.
K¡ is the clearance rate constant for compartment i.
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This algorithm gives the valué of the permanent amount of the chemical in the chosen

compartment or group of compartments as a function of the time (dose-time curve).

Integration of this curve can be useful in the extrapolation process. Otherwise, the results can

be used as input data in the following algorithms which describe the systemic distribution of

the product.

The algorithm used to describe the systemic behaviour is the same as that used to

describe the Respiratory Tract, except that the compartmental model is different and has the

parameters as shown below:

NSIS is the total number of compartments in the Systemic Distribution Model.

ATC is the fraction of cleared amount from TC (Transference Compartment).

KTC is the total Clearance Rate from TC.

FT is the fraction of cleared amount from TC that goes to the organ or tissue T.

AT_¡ is the fraction of amount in organ or tissue T that is cleared with a specific

kinetic.

KT-i is the Clearance Rate Constant for AT ¡.

The results can be used as input data in algorithms to describe the metabolic

behaviour of the product in order to obtain a best approximation of the effective dose.

In order to evalúate the possible adverse effects to health in the human population

exposed to a specific chemical even when the data needed for the different models showed

above are unknown, we use the next approach. Depending upon the intake route, the valúes

of inhaled dose (CIIlc), ingested dose (IDk.) or absorbed dose (ADJ, integrated over the total

exposure time are estimated.

For example, in the case of airborne substances the inhaled dose (CDI) is calculated

from equation (5), see page 21. This valué is the multiplied by the total exposure time

expressed as ut, to obtain the inhaled dose, CDlle (mg).
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CDIte = CDIxut

(9)
CDIte = fCDIdut

where:
CDI is the amount of substance inhaled in the temporal unit (mg/ut).

Usually, in acute exposures, this exposure time is one day, but in the chronic

exposures this time can range from a few days to several years.

Applying this algorithm we unify two variables: external concentration and time of

exposure. Thús, inhaled dose will be the basis for calculating different relationships. In this

sense, we can compare several doses associated with the effect and the accidental dose.

4.4 Dose-Effect Relationships

This process is, in general terms, a toxicological evaluation that should give answers

about the kind of effects produced by an specific chemical product. Obviously, this step

involves a critical evaluation and interpretation of toxicity data from epidemiological, clinical

and animal studies.

Besides the essential and indispensable toxicological approach about the behaviour of

the chemical, the human health effects assessment process needs to use toxicological index

valúes that allow the establishment of different ranges of toxicity and the no_effect threshold.

In practice this process is dependent on the amount and specificity of the available data.

Basically, in this step a comparison among the reported toxicity index and the

estimated toxic dose from the studied exposure for the chemical selected is realized.
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In order to achieve this comparison toxicity index valúes and the accidental dose are

expressed in an equivalent form (i.e. in terms of the effective dose or the inhaled dose). It

is then possible to compare the measurable dose with high and low valúes of concentrations

that cause a specific effect (obtained from the toxicity index) in order to predict the likely

outcome of this exposure.

Since the procedure is applied to the product in a single species, the calculation is

simplified by the elimination of most of the dosimetric codes that must be applied in a similar

manner to both reported toxicity Índices for the product and the concentration of exposure.

The valúes used for creating the ranges are those published as result of

experimentation and studies, etc. Most results come from occupational exposure studies,

whereas others come from experimentation on animáis, from accidental situations, and from

epidemiological studies, etc.

The toxicological index used in the process depends on the duration of exposure

(acute or chronic)(Rabago ct al 1992' 1993). Therefore, while for chronic exposures there are a

diversity of Índices from occupational exposure regulations (i.e. TLV-TWA, TLV-C, (ACGIH-

1992) P E L S ) RELs, (NI0SH-1990) etc.) in the case of acute exposure there are usually few specific

valúes available (i.e. LD50, LC50, IDLH,(NI0SH-1990) TLV-STEL(ACG!H-1992)). Other toxicity

Índices, assigned as special valúes in "particular situations", are supplied by the controlled

experimental studies in animáis or epidemiological studies in humans.

Before describing how the procedure may be applied, we discuss the valúes of toxic

effects most commonly encountered in the literature and the problems that arise when

attempting to use them. Often reported valúes are in a form that cannot be applied directly

within the ARIES program.

The most often quoted valúes are those used in occupational exposure as threshold

limit valúes (i.e. Threshold Limit Value-Short Time Exposure Limits: TLV-STEL; TWA-

Time Weighted Average: TLV-TWA; TWA Ceiling: TLV-C). These valúes have been
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developed for workers and some are used for long-term exposure so that application to the

evaluation of accidental exposures are rather limited. The advantage of these valúes is that

they are available for a large number of chemical producís, and for accidental evaluation they

can be used as the "non expected effect threshold". This applies if the accidental exposure

is lower than the TWA, because this index is assigned to occupational situations as a

concentration to which workers can be exposed before an adverse effect is seen.

The TLV-C valué is assigned to irritants or suffocating substances. This valué could

be used to delimit the first zone of danger; when the external concentration will be above this

valué and therefore the área is in a potentially hazardous state.

Another valué known as the IDLH valué (Immediately Danger for Life or Health) has

been developed by the NIOSH (U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health).

This valué is established to allow workers to escape within 30 minutes, but it does not

specify if the effect it would be a lethal or a severe toxic effect. This valué must be used

with caution, because for several producís it specifies lethality zones and for others a toxic

effect. It is used as a support to other index valúes.

There are other valúes that indícate the toxicity of the product as LC50, LCLo,

LCLmin... etc. These valúes derive from controlled experimental animal studies and before

applying them they have to be scaled to humans using extrapolation models as commented

in section 3.1. They are also defíned for a specific time of exposure so the described

procedure has to include the results also applied in our dose-effect graph. Apart from the

procedures we have to apply to these valúes, the major problem comes from the fact that the

endpoint is "lethality for the 50% of the population". Lethality is a useful index to determine

the imminent hazard of the product but it should not be the solé effect evaluated in a toxic

reléase.

As we can see the source of the data is varied and each sort of valué represents a

characteristic situation; of time of exposure (chronic, acute..), level of concentration (high,

low, accidental..), and effect (cáncer, irritations, illnesses or, no effect...). After the valúes
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have been identified they have to be evaluated to consider the conditions under which the

data were obtained, their relevance to the conditions of human exposure and its application

to our procedure. The heterogeneity of the source of these indicies gives rise to two problems

that we are required to solve. Firstly, the time of exposure related to the literature valúes are

usually different from those encountered in a real accidental situations. Secondly, where

human exposure index valúes are unavailable those obtained for animal models have to be

extrapolated to give data that may be applied to man. Both of these topics are covered in the

ARIES methodological research chapter (section 3).

Once the human toxicological Índices for a specific exposure mode have been

selected, a range of the associated effects is created from constant valúes that represents the

effect. These constant valúes, usually, incorpórate the exposure time and are subrógate doses

of the real effective doses. If the mathematical expression to obtain this dose from the

external dose or environmental concentration and the exposure time is known, it is possible

to establish the isoeffect curves for each toxicological index and for the measured level of

contaminant. So, it is possible to lócate the problem effect (from its exposure index) between

upper and lower effects corresponding to the reported toxicological Índices for the product

by that particular exposure mode.

The dose-effect assessment process has been developed particularly for inhalation

exposure, which is explained in detail below.

Once the CDI for the problem exposure has been calculated we obtain the supposed

dose incorporated into the human body. To know the effect expected due to this exposure we

have developed a procedure that consists of the conversión of all toxicological index valúes,

selected for the same inhalation exposure type (acute or chronic) as the problem. In this way

we are able to compare the measured exposure level with the toxicological Índices by the use

of common parameters (i.e. CDI valúes). With the results of this procedure (and dependent

on the number and types of valúes) we can represent a range of effects that allow the location

and identification the expected effect of the accidental exposure.
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The mathematical equation applied to develop the table of isoeffect is:

(10)

where:

CDI,,, is CDI calculated for the time of accidental exposure.

CDIte is CDI calculated for the time of toxicological index valué.

ta is the time of exposure from accidental situation.

te is the time of exposure from toxicological index valué situation.

n is the parameter depended on toxicological behaviour of each product.

As proposed by the TNO(Wcger-199O) it is established that for a specifíc effect we can

suppose:

Cnxt = K

C(t) = \-\n
1 t -

(11)

where:
C is the concentration of the chemical that causes the considered effect.
t is the time duration of the exposure to reach the effect.
K is a constant dependent of the effect considered.
n is a valué directly dependent on the toxicological behaviour of each product.

It can have two valúes by default:
n = 1. If the toxic effect is produced by a metabolite of the product.
n = 2. If the whole product cause the effect, or its mode of action is
unknown.

n can vary depending on the product as is shown on table II.



Table II Valúes of the n parameter for several chemicals. (From Weger, 1990).

Chemical Product

Acrolein
Carboo monoxide
Ethylene oxide
Hydrogen chloride

Ammonia
Bromine

Acrylonitrile
Chlorine
Hydrogen cyanide
Hydrogen fluoride
Hydrogen sulphide
Methyl bromide
Methyl isocyanate
Nitrogen dioxide
Phosgene
Sulphur dioxide

n

l
l
l
l

-)

2

1.3
2.3
2.4
1.5
1.9
1.1
0.7
3.7
0.9
2.4

TNO Methodology Ref 90-07243/8727-04451/DDW/MRK. 1990

This equation creates a curve for each valué that represents the same effect all along

the time varying the concentration. This curve will be similar to the Figure 4.

The meaning of this curve is that the expected effect when an individual is affected

by a constant concentration C during a time (0,t) where its CDI = Vr X C X T (see 4.2.3.)

is the same that the effect produced by a constant concentration for an interval (0,t) and with

a CDIO = Vr X Co X to.

These criteria are applied to all the selected exposure Índices in order to have all of

them in a form that can be directly comparable.

The first step in the creation of a table with the effects that the exposure to a chemical

product can produce is the selection of the best valúes for which any information exists such

as: concentration, effect, and time of exposure. These valúes should come from

experimentation on animáis which previously have been extrapolated to humans.
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Figure 4 Shape of the isoeffeet curves in function of the n valué.
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Once the valúes have been selected we define the curve of isoeffect for each valué

under the criteria that Cn X t is constant.

Although the mathematical equation is not complicated, the main problem we have

to face is the selection of the best valúes that fits the sort of procedure that is to be used. For

this reason it is necessary to know the toxicological behaviour of the product in order to

apply the methodology, and to identify the proper valué of n for application of the equation.

When n is 1, it is assumed that the inhaled dose is independent of the time of

exposure. Dose is not accumulative and is directly associated to the effect caused. The same

effect is produced with a large external concentration for a short term exposure or with a

small external concentration for a long term exposure. However, when n is 2, the dose will

increase with exposure time.

When the concentration varies linearly with the time (n = l), the same effect is

produced at smaller times and distances than those from n=2, so danger situations could be

not considered.

The result of the application of this equation to all the valúes selected for the

procedure is a number of curves that represents the expected effect for a specific inhaled

dose. Each curve represents the same effect along itself depending on the variation of

concentration and time of exposure.

The methodology we use to identify the possible effect produced by the exposure to

a chemical product is the one described above. Once we have the graph with all the data

transformed to CDI valúes, the evolution over time, and the different effects, we apply the

same equation to the measured accidental exposure concentration in order to obtain its CDI

and knowing the time we lócate the point in the graph. This point will indicate the range of

effects expected during the accidental exposure, as can be seen in Figure 5.
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The length of the graph created can not be infinite. Therefore, it must be dependent

upon the time of exposure for each index valué. In general terms, we stop the calculation,

in acute exposure after 8 hours, although a specific estimation will be realized for each index

valué.

4.5 Dose-Response Relationship

Once the toxicological evaluation indicates that the chemical is likely to cause a

particular adverse effect, the next step is to determine the potency of the chemical. The result

of the dose-response evaluation is an estimation of the relationship between the dose of a

chemical and the incidence of the adverse effect in the human population.

For some of the possible effects of the chemical, especially, for lethality and tumor

induction, the probability of risk can be estimated using the PROBIT methodology. Often the

response rates are not reported for the most of the toxic effects. Usually, a dose level below

which there is believed to be no concern with the associated effect is reported. Above this

dose level there are not data, usually, about the increase of the severity among the population

or their response rate to reach the next reported category of injury related to other dose level.

Therefore, is not possible to establish a dose-response curve for each category of damage.

In the case of no carcinogenic effects, the lethality is the solé category of injury for

which data about responses (in function of the administered dose) just from animal tests and

it is possible to establish a dose-response curve and to obtain a measure of the lethal dose or

lethal concentration (LD50 and LC,0, respectively).

For most toxicity assessments for nonthreshold toxins, the percentage of individual

damage is related to the causative factors (exposure dose) computed by tolerance distribution

models. These models assume that each individual in an exposed group has only a certain

level of tolerance to the toxicant, i.e., a level of dose below which the toxin is believed to

cause no adverse effect.
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The log-normal model assumes that the point frequencies of response are distributed

according to the normal distribution as a function of the logarithm of the applied or exposed

doses. The cumulative frequency (Pe) derived from this model is expressed as a unit of

probability, named PROBIT (Pr) with the following formula(Finney-1971):

Pr = a+bkiD

where:
Pr is the measure of the percentage of the vulnerable individual affected

(expressed in probit units).
D is a function of the dose that causes injury or damage to the vulnerable

individuáis.
a is a location parameter obtained by máximum likelihood estimation.
b ' is the slope parameter obtained by máximum likelihood estimation. Normally,

it is assumed a valué by default of 1.

Probit (Pr) is a Gaussian distributed random variable with a mean valué of 5 and a

variance of 1. The percent of vulnerable individuáis affected is the percent according to the

accumulative distribution of Pr.

In the case of inhalation exposure the PROBIT methodology is applied to lethality,

using the median lethal concentration (LC50) extrapolated to the humans, as commented

above. In order to take into account different exposure patterns, we assume that the adverse

effect related to concentration and time can be described by the nonlinear function of the

formula <**"• 1990):

Cnt = K

So, the PROBIT equation is expressed as:

Pr = a+Mn(C"0

(13)
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Table III. Relationship between response percentages and probits from Bello, 1988.

%

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

-

99

0

-

3.72

4.16

4.48

4.75

5.00

5.25

5.52

5.84

6.28

0.0

7.33

1

2.67

3.77

4.19

4.50

4.77

5.03

5.28

5.55

5.88

6.34

0.1

7.37

2

2.95

3.82

4.23

4.53

4.80

5.05

5.31

5.58

5.92

6.41

0.2

7.41

3

3.12

3.87

4.26

4.56

4.82

5.08

5.33

5.61

5.95

6.48

0.3

7.46

4

3.25

3.92

4.29

4.59

4.85

5.10

5.36

5.64

5.99

6.55

0.4

7.51

5

3.36

3.96

4.33

4.61

4.87

5.13

5.39

5.67

6.04

6.64

0.5

7.58

6

3.45

4.01

4.36

4.64

4.90

5.15

5.41

5.71

6.08

6.75

0.6

7.65

7

3.52

4.05

4.39

4.67

4.92

5.18

5.44

5.74

6.13

6.88

0.7

7.75

8

3.59

4.08

4.42

4.69

4.95

5.20

5.47

5.77

6.18

7.05

0.8

7.88

9

3.66

4.12

4.45

4.72

4.97

5.23

5.50

5.81

6.23

7.33

0.9

8.09

Probits are the three digit numbers in the table. Percents are read along the top and side margin of the table.
The vertical column of percents gives the decade; the horizontal column gives the unit. The table entry
appearing in the row of the decade valué and the column of the unit valúes is the probit corresponding to that
percent. The last two rows in the table provide a finer reading for very high percent. from 99.0 to 99.9. The
second to last row is the tenths of percent to be added to 99%. The last row consists of the corresponding
probits.

In the case of lethality, where the LC30 valué and the time of the test are known, the

valúes for the a and b parameters can be determined. The variable b is assumed as 1 by

default, and the a valué is estimated from the LC50 as follows:

5 = a+ln(LCMV )50

(15)

a = 5-ln(LC«VJ50

The PROBIT expression for lethality is the following:
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Pr = [5~]n(LC50\cJ] + ln(C"í) (16)

Once a PROBIT valué has been calculated for a specific exposure, determined from

concentration and a time exposure experiments, the respective probability of appearance of

the lethal effect among the individuáis of the exposed population is obtained from the Table

III.

Exposure data from an accidental event, are usually associated with the distance from

the source and/or to the time elapsed. Therefore, the methodology can be applied to all

exposure data and the results can be displayed (Figure 6) as % lethality with respect to

distance or to time. It allows the assessment of in each distance and time the length of the

effect and the'quantity of affected population, at least, about lethality.

An interesting aim would be to obtain these kind of relationships for other effects.
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5. QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT

As explained above, the qualitative assessment module within ARIES was included

to complement to the quantitative assessment, in cases where necessary information to give

good results is lacking.

The qualitative assessment is based on the management of a datábase that contains

basic information about subjects related to health effects due to exposure to toxic chemicals.

The first step pf the ARIES qualitative assessment was the selection of a suitable data

source and information management system.

After analysing a variety of databases from different origins we chose the ECDIN-

database as an adequate basic data source with respect to contents and information structure

for use in ARIES.

ECDIN <ECDIN-1993> is a datábase developed by the Joint Research Center at Ispra (Italy)

and through a collaboration between Ispra and CIEMAT we are able to use the information

contained in ECDIN-database and its consecutive updates.

5.1 Scheme of the qualitative assessment

The principal aim of this step is to obtain specific and accurate information in order

to get a quick response to specific chemical exposure situations, complementing and

substituting for the quantitative assessment results.

The following criteria were established to choose and present the resulting

information:

* Route of entry (inhalation, ingestión, eye contact, skin exposure...). The data about

the entry route is displayed, exclusively.
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* The type of the exposure (accidental or acute and occupational or chronic). The data

are divided in several blocks according to these exposure situations. Moreover, an

additional block with complementary information about Preventions, Metabolism and

Occupational Limits is presented. This information is given because for several

producís, only this type of data is available.

* Data related to humans and, in default, related to animáis. When in a type of

exposure there is poor information concerning human exposure, data for animal

exposure to this chemical is displayed.

The results are presented in a sequentially way as is shown on Figure 7, giving the

information available in ECDIN for the selected subject. We have divided the information

into "Boxes", depending on the sort of information displayed. First of all the system displays

"General Information", independent on the route of entrance, which gives information related

to warnings and general identification for the type of product. Then, the route of entrance

is chosen and the Qualitative Assessment begins. For all situations (sort of exposures chosen)

ARIES starts looking for information in humans. If this kind of information is not available,

the system shows a summary of animal effects for each exposure. If this type of information

does not appear, the system resorts to animal tests. Meanwhile, ARIES notifies the user

about the type of information that will be displayed via a sequence of messages. These

messages are related on the lack of data or type of information that will be displayed (see

Table IV). Finally, a special box, entitled "Others" appears, that it contains additional

information about the following themes: "Occupational Limits", "General Precauüons and

Preventions" and "Metabolism".

5.2 Data Treatment

The information from the ECDIN datábase could not be applied directly to the ARIES

process. The ECDIN-database is composed of eighteen files containing a variety of fields as

listed in Appendix. Only specific fields from nine of these files are used in the qualitative
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Table IV: List of files and messages

BOX

0

1

2-A

2-B

3

6-A

6-B

7-A

7-B

5

8-A

8-B

9-A

9-B

9-C

10

FILES & SUBFILES

HHE.WAR
EEC.EEC
EEC.RNZ/RNS
EEC.SNZ/SNS
BIG.HCS

HHE [ROUTE OF ENTRY]
OPR.POI

TOX.SUM.TOX

TOX.DAT

STT.TTR.TRE
STT.TTR.ANT
ODP.TPG.AID
BIG.FCS & MCS (for inhalalion exposure)
BrG.FWS & MWS (for ingestión exposure)
BIG.FSS & MSS (for skin exposure)
BIG.FES & MES (for eye contad)

TOX.SUM.SAC

TOX.DAT

TOX.SUM.SCH

TOX.DAT

HHE. [ROUTE OF ENTRY)
OPR.CHS
OPR.HIR
OPR.EPI

TOX.SUM.CHR

TOX.DAT

CAR.SUM

CAR.HUD

CAR.EXD

General Precaulions
BIG.GPS
ODP.TPG.EMP
ODP.TPG.D1S
ODP.TPG.FIR
ODP.TPG.STR
ODP.TPG.MON
ODP.TPG.PRE

Metaboüsm
ODP.BIM

Occupational Limits/Threshold
THL.REG

COMMENTS

System selects informalion creating new files searching
next phrases: A CUTE EFFECTS, ACUTE PO1SON1NG,
ACUTE TOXlClTYand SHORTTERM EXPOSURE.

System selects the infomialion depending on RUT and
TYP field. So: ACUTE or LC50 or LCLOfor Inltalation
roule, and ACU'ITí or LDSOfor Ingestión roule.

= box 2-B

= box 2-B

Sy.slem selecls infomialion crealing new files searching
next phrases: CHRONIC EFFECTS, CHRONIC
PO1SONING, CHRONIC TOXICHY, LONG TERM
EXPOSURE.

= box 2-B

Sy.slem only selects USA. SPAIN and EEC counlries.
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HUMAN ANIMAL

BOX 0

GENERAL

INFORMATION

'' YES

BOX 1

ACUTE EXPOSURE

EFFECTS

r
NO

MESSAGE

MESSAGE

1 1

7

YES
I

I

BOX 2 - A

ACUTE EXPOSURE

EFFECTS

NO

OPTION
- -h

BOX 2 -B

ACUTE EXPOSURE

TESTS

;i

BOX 3

SYMPTOMS, DIAGNOS

TIC, TREATMENT

YES
•> MESSAGE 6

YES
BOX &~A

SUBACUTE EXPOSURE

EFFECTS

NO

OPTION
BOX 6 -B

SUBACUTE EXPOSURE

TESTS

NO

YES

NO

MESSAGE 5

•+ MESSAGE 7-
YES

BOX 7 - A

SUBCHRONIC EXPOS.

EFFECTS

OPTION
B O X 7

SUBCHRONIC

TESTS

- B

EXPOS.

NO

BOX 5

CHRONIC EXPOSURE

EFFECTS

YES

NO

I
MESSAGE 8

BOX S - A

CHRONIC EXPOSURE

EFFECTS

OPTION
BOX S-B

CHRONIC EXPOSURE

TESTS

NO

BOX

SUk

9 - A

1OGENIC

rfMARY

BOX 9 - B

CARCINOGENIC

HUMAN EFFECTS

YES

OPTION

II
BOX 9 -C

CARCINOGENIC

TESTS
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assessment. It was necessary to adapt these files from ECDIN structure to the designed

ARIES structure.

The fields from each file were selected according to the designed information block

of ARIES. In the case of files without sepárate fields for the required data type, several key

words and queries were used to sort, select, and divide the data into a usable form. When

there these key or filter words are not available, the whole information is presented, in the

correspondent acute exposure block.

In summary, the chosen fields from ECDIN were coupled with the different ARIES

blocks according to the scheme of the Figure 8. In this sense, ARIES creates "new" files

from ECDIN-files by grouping the information related in the same block of the ARIES

structure.

5.3 Processing

ARIES executes the qualitative assessment each time we want to consult information

about a specific Chemical product. When we run the application the first step that executes

ARIES corresponds to the selection of the product. This selection can be done through the

list of producís that is found in the datábase or typing the ECDIN number of the product.

When the chemical product is located, the system shows general information about

it. Then, the route of exposure can be chosen and, after checking ECDIN-database, an index

containing the information available for the product by the selected route is displayed. This

index is divided in four principal blocks corresponding to the two principal exposure types

(acute and chronic), carcinogenic effects, and complementary information. When data in a

determined block exists it appears highlighted. The user can choose between a full qualitative

assessment or assessment of a particular section only.
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The application is programmed in such way that it gives priority to the information

pertaining to humans but when this information is not sufficient or non-existent it can be

complemented with data from animal studies selected by the system.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a methodology, ARIES, created to:

- assess the health effects produced at short, médium and long term of the

toxic chemical released into the environmental from the different routes of

exposure (inhalation, ingestión, eye contact and skin absortion).

- give the basic data for the assessment and as general methods in the

modeling or extrapolation approaches.

- perform qualitative assessments using the information available about the

health related effects for the chemical in order to complete or substitute for

the absence of quantitative assessments.

- facilitate the management of the great quantity of information and to obtain

a quick response to the outlined problem because of its integration into a

computer (qualitative assessment).

- allow successive updates.
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APPENDIX
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From the Category Identification:

Registry File
ECDIN Number
CAS Number
REGISTRY Number
Source code

EEC- Registry File
EEC Number
ECDIN number
CAS Number
Concentration
Warning sign
Risk Number
Safety Number

From the Category Occupational Health and Safety:

Human Health Effects File
ECDIN Number
Type of data in text field (Fields: Field, Category and Subfield and
meaning of codes)
Text about human health effects
Bibliographic reference
Source code

Occupational Exposure Limits File
ECDIN Number
Región
Type of exposure Limit
Year
Text about its meaning
Comments
Bibliographic references
Source code

Occupational Poisoning Reports File
ECDIN Number
Type of data in text field (Fields: Field, Category and Subfield and
meaning of codes)
Text about poisoning report
Bibliographic
Source code
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Occupational Disease Prevention File
ECDIN Number
Type of data in text field (Fields: CT-Field, FL-Field, SF-Field and
meaning of codes)
Text about Disease Prevention
Bibliographic reference
Source code

Symptoms and Therapeutic Treatment File
ECDIN Number
Type of data in text field (Fields: CT-Field, FL-Field, SF-Field and
meaning of codes)
Text about symptoms and therapeutic treatment
Bibliographic reference
Source code

From the Category Toxicity:

Experimental Toxicity File
ECDIN number
Bibliographic reference
Source code
Type of study which has been performed
Specie
Strain
Sex
Age
Number of test_subjects
Comments
Periodic group for dosing (Dose)
Route of administration
Frequency of administration
Duration of dosing
Single dose administration to one test subject
Dose unit
Dose integrated over the period of dosing
Total dose converted in mg/kg body weight
Comments on the dosing
Signs and symptoms
Number of subjects with these signs
Macroscopic findings
Organ
Microscopic findings
Organ or tissue
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System affected
Effect
Quantity in % of the control group
Comment of the effect

Carcinogenicity File
ECDIN number
Bibliographic Reference
Source code
Type of study
Species used in the experiment
Strain
Sex
Age
Number of test-subjects
Comments on the subjects used
Periodic group of dosing
Route of administration
Frequency of administration of the dose
Duration of dosing, unit
Single dose administration to one test subject
Dose expressed in mg/kg body weight (or ppm if gases)
Dose integrated over the period of dosing
Total dose converted in mg/kg body weight
Comment of dosing
Signs and Symptoms
Number of subjects with these signs
Macroscopic findings
Organ
Microscopic findings
Organ or Tissue
System affected
Effect
Quantity in % of the control group
Comment on the effect

Aquatic Toxicity File
ECDIN number
Source code
Species
Order
Life stage of the exposed organism
Test parameter
Duration of the exposure
Type of the effect on the test parameter
% Variation on the test parameter
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Concentration of the substance in water (Unit)
Application of the substance on top of water by spraying
Dose given to the organism
Route
Water (static or flowing)
Place (Laboratory or field)
Médium (type of water used)
Salinity
Ph
Temperature
Dissolved oxygen
Purity of the test substance
CAS or ECDIN number of the solvent used
Ñame of the solvent
Comments to the results
References to bibliography

Effects on soil microorganisms File
ECDIN number
Bibliographic references
Organisms
Function of the organisms
Test parameter measured
Place (laboratory, field or plot)
Time of exposure
Maximal depression calculated (in %)
Máximum delay calculated expressed in days
Máximum déficit calculated (in%)
No effect concentration
Ecological significance
Concentration applied to soil
Concentration converted to mg/Kg hectare

Mutagenicity File
ECDIN Number
Source of the data
Bibliographic reference
Type of study
In Vivo or In Vitro treatment
Genetic end point
Species used
Age of the test specie
Strain
Sex
Number of animáis
Type of cell
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Genetic system involved
Comment on the genetic system
Dose group
Route of dosing
Duration of the dosing
Dose
Concentration
Duration of the exposition
System activating (Y/N)
Type of activating system
Solvent
Description of positive control
Description of negative control
Time of incubation
Description of methodology
Effect

Dose-effect relationship
Group quantity and effect
Quantifying the effect exposed
Quantifying the effect controls
Percent survival
Lowest effective dose or concentration
Comment on the results

RTECS File
ECDIN number
Bibliographic reference
Study which has been performed
Specie
Strain
Sex
Age
Number of test_subjects
Comments
Periodic group for dosing (Dose)
Route of administration
Frequency of administration
Duration of dosing
Single dose administration to one test subject
Dose unit
Dose integrated over the period of dosing
Total dose converted in mg/kg body weight
Comments on the dosing
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Signs and symptoms
Number of subjects with these signs
Macroscopic fíndings
Organ
Microscopic fíndings
Organ or tissue
System affected
Effect
Quantity in % of the control group
Comment of the effect

From the Category Concentration and Fate in the Environment2:

Concentrations in Human Media File
ECDIN Number
Bibliographic References
Tissue analyzed
Exposure route
Analytical method
Number of subjects sampled
Range operator
Concentration range found
Unit of concentration range
Mean operator
Comments
Demography of sampled population
Health operator
Half Life of chemical in Tissue
Sex of sample population
Health of sampled population
Pathology-Morphology of sampled population

Concentrations in Animal Media File
ECDIN Number
Bibliographic References
Tissue analyzed
Exposure route
Analytical method

2 We are interested in the eight main files within this category, but Concentration in
Human Media and Concentration in Animal Media are at the moment related directly with
the qualitative phase of ARIES at this moment.
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Number of animáis sampled
Range operator
Concentration range found
Mean operator
Comments
Geography location of animáis sampled
Health operator
Half Life of chemical in Tissue
Sex of sampled population
Health of sampled population
Pathology-Morphology of sampled population
Animal common ñame
Animal latin ñame

From the Category Physical-Chemical Properties:

Physical-Chemkal Properties File
ECDIN Number
Molecular formula
Molecular weight
Melting point
Boiling point
Sublimation point
Critical temperature
Critical pressure
Density
Relative density
Cubic expansión coefficient
Specific heat
Specific heat for gas phase
Vapour pressure
Refractive index
Viscosity
Surface tensión
Dielectric constant
Electric conductivity
Partition coefficient (octanol/water)
Qualitative description of the particles
Flash point
Auto ignition temperature
Auto ignition Temperature in an oxygen atmosphere
Burning velocity
Inflammability
Explosiveness
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Stability
Redox potential
Solubility in water

From Other Files:

Big-Codes File
Group code
Code
Language code
Big-Number
Super group code
Text

Big-Biblio File
Reference
Year publication
Text
Volume, Page
Source code
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